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rntroductign: Cross-subsidization is the support of one, service. byr,
ottrer services. Throughout the history of telephonlz thera hav&
been.many claims that cross-subsidles, are used to iupport universal,
service or suppress competition. Local Exchange iirriers. (LECs)""
currently face the threat of loss of access narkets to al,ternative
acc€lsls providers (ALTS) .2 The transport. narket is the first rnarkei
that, the ALls enter. Clearly, the LECs have an incentive to crosssubgidize their transport accesE service in order to diministr or
demolish this threat to their 19rg term dominance-of the industry.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate if, under the reglne it
price caP regrulation, LECs have the ability to crosE -subsidize the
transport narket.
- It is clained that price cap re(fulation, because it allegedly
eliminates the incentive to shift costs among services, reduce3 ttri
possibility of cross subsidization. The rcc has also determined
'rthat the adoption of price cap reqJulatlon for the LECs constitutes,
an effective complement to cost allocation, reporting and;
enforcement safegruards, to reduce Boc incentives- to. LrossttJ
subsidize.

Thi.s paper will examine (1) srhether the theoretical argruments
. favor
in
of price cap regulation for the purpose of limiting-crosssubsidization are reasonable i Q) whether plice cap regulition as
it tras been established by the Fcc can etininite crosssubsidization. in practicer' and (3) is price cap regulation useful
once alternative firms are allowed to enter selective markets.
Price Cqps and lhe fncentiv.e to C,ross-Subsidize: Under price cap
regulatj.on, individual service prices are no longer tied to cost of
servica studies. rnstead, prices are allowed to rise with

I The views expressed in this paper are those of the author
and do not necessari.Iy represent the views of the public Service
commission of the District of columbia or its staff.
2 The term, ALTS, refers to alternative
access providers. The,
t,erm, cAPs refers to competitive access providers. rhe tern, ALTS,
is preferred to the tenn, CAPS, because it is not clear when or if
Ehe alternative providers wiII become effective competitors.
I computer rrr Remand proceedings: Berl operating. company
Safeguards and Tier I Local Exchange Company Safeguards, Report and
order, cc Docket llo. 90-623, rereased December 20, 1991, para. L3.
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Specific
inflation and decline due to productivity offsets.
allowances are also made for extraordinary items that can affect
in a manner different from the rest of Ehe economy.
utilities
These items are referred to as exogenous factors.
The separation of price from cost eliminates the need to
develop elaborate cost studies for rate naking purposes. rt is
argued the utili.ty no longer needs to artificiaffi
increase costs
to support a desired price increase, and no longer needs to
artificially
reduce costs to support a desired price decrease.
Under price cap regulation, a utility,s
request to increase a price
because the cost study shows that price is below cost is
irrelevant.
However, this separation does not elininate the incentive to
selectively alter prices. The desire to alter prices is a function
of the desire to capture monopoly rents and to combat alternative
providers. For example, in a market where demand is relati.vely
price inelasti.c, the utility often desires to increase prices. T;
justify the higher price, the utility would shift costs to that
service. Regulators who desire to iet price according to cost
would allow the price to rise. of course, before authorizing the
price, the regulator would examine the cost study to v6rify
liqher
if it accurately represented the cost of service. rn order
to
ensure that the regulator concludes that the study is accurate, the
utility has the incentive to prepare elaborate s€udies to build an
aura of authenticity around the resulting cost. What
important
to remember is -that the purpose of the elaborate cost is
study is not
Eo win an intellectual debate similar to the debate over frow
angels.can dance on a pin head. rnstead, the purpose of the many
cost
study is to support a pricing strategy.
ff price cap regulation allows for selective price changes
then. price caps will also allow utilities
to develop croissubsidizing pricing strategies. Moreover, without a cost study
to
as
yardstick
a
for
reasonableness,
the
regulator
has
a
lnore
Y?e
difficult
task of determining if a cross-subsidy exists.
Price cap regulation allows for selective price
under
two scenarios. r'irst, if prices for services arl not change
cornpelled to
match the cap, then the utility has the incentive to set the price
of service A at the cap and the price for service B below the cap.
rf the cap is above the cost of iervice, the utility would be able
-A
to ?arn monopoly rents in the market for service
which can be
used to subsidize service B. In order for this scenario
to be
realized, the.uti.lity must have monopoly power in market A, and
price cap mechanism must arlow price t6 exceed service cost. the
rn the second scenario, the price cap is appried to an average
price of q group of services. rf there
is- a rarge number of
services within the grouP and the prj.ce of any
inaiviauat service
is ngt kept from fluctuati.ng, it would po==ibre
io. one of the
services within the group to iubsidize anoLher service
in" qr";p
even if the average price for the group is reasonaure.inTherefore,

price cap regarlation does not alter the ability to cross-subsidize.
rE simply changes the mechanism through which ttre sursiaiziiio;-i;
accomplished.

Cross-Subsidization: Scenario 1:
The two basic assumptions that
inust be true for cross-subsidization to occur are: (1) the utilitrr
nust have monopory power in one market, and (21 the'piic"
exceed service cost. This paper will not address ihe amoint
".p-r..tof
monopoly poerer still retained ty telephone utj.lities.
It will be
assumed that .such power exists in a- significant number of ii;n
revenue markets. If that power is not restrained by regulation,
tshe utility could raise ra€es to generate excessive revenues.
This paper wiII also examine how the price
mechanism can
depart from the cost of service. This possibilitycap
will
be shown by
comparing the price cap mechanism to market prices, productivity
trends, and input price trends.
Market prices can measure the departure of the price cap
mechanism from cost of service where cornfetitive mirkets 6xist. I;
such instances, the narket price should iolIow the cost of service.
A market price that is below the price caprs maximum pii""
represents a Eituation where the cap does not rLflect
the co3t of
service.
A recent example of the
of the market price from the
price cap mechanism occurreddeparture
under the guiaeposis- e-s-t-auli=h"a;y
Ehe Natural Gas poricy Act. This Act aliowed the price ;i
regrulated gas t,o rise in accordance with an inf,Iation fictor and
real cost factor. lhe Act separated naturar gaa by vintag;,
location and depth. A price cap rnechanisrn t a"ti.ri"6a for eich
type- of gas. The most common mechanism used"=was to set the
at $1.75 on April 20, Lg77 and allow the price increase biprice
change in the Gross National Product prite defiator plui the
o.2
percentage points.a
The histo5Y of the price cap
and average well head
prices is depicted in chart 1. mechanism
The chart shows tha price ;;;
malilum_price starting at $1.75 and rising aue io ir,"r".=es in the
GNP deflator. The price of regulated gaj rises foliowing the ;;;
until 1983. Then the price taits dramiticatly. -ih; pri6e or ;ii
9ns, regulated and deregulated, rises until riet and ial1s faster
t,han the price of regulated gas. rf the price cap mechanism had
been enforced thlough 1990, and the gad companies
have
maintained Ehe price at the cap, then €ne 199d pii"" could
nould have

1 A summary

of Ehe price cap mechanisms is provided in Charles
F. PhiJ,lips, Jr., The Requlation of public Utilities, PubIic
rJtilities Reports, fnc., Arlington Va., 1984, pages 588-9.
r3

been $r.sz instead of S1.7r per McF.5 this example shows how a
mechanical price cap mechani-sm can easily diverge from market
realities.
Moreover, if the gas companies had been operating in
two markets, and could have sustained the price cap maximum in one
market, it is clear that, the gas companies could have easily

subsidized the second market.
To determine if the price cap mechanism used to regrulate
telephone markets track telephone costs, it is necessary to examine
those formulas and compare the variables in the formulas to
telephone costs. The FCC price cap formulas allow prices to
increase according to changes in the fixed weighted cNP deflator
and to decrease according to a productivity offset.
The
productivity offset, in theory, measures the difference between the
productivity of the telephone industry and the productivity of all
industries in the United States.
The formulaic derivation of this relationship begins with the
following three equations:6
f-) APto = APti - AtfPt
2) APuto = AP"i - ATFPUS
3) APuso = ACNPDF
where: Pi = input prices, Po = output prices, TFP = total
factor productivity, GNPDF = the GNP deflator, t
indicates the telephone industry, and us indicates the US
economy.

By subtracting equation 2 from equation 1, substituting the
deflator for US output prices and rearranging, the following
equation is derived.

GNP

4)

+ [&ti &",1 - [aTrPt - Atrrusl.
By assuming that the changes in telephone industry input
prices egual the changes in US input prices, equation 4 is
transformed into the price cap equation:
APto

=

ACwPOf

5) price cdp =

GNP

deflator - the productivity offset.

s

Table 24. Projected Volumes and Prices of Wellhead Purchases
by NGPA category, Natural Gas Monthlv, Energy rnformation
Administration, u.s. Departrnent of nnergy, wainington D.c.,
Selected Issues

6 rhis f ormal presentation r,ras f irst suggested by william
Taylor. see william Taylor, rrProductivity Measuremenis in the
Price. CaP Docket,rr Opposition of the United States Telephone
Association to Petit,ions for Reconsideration, CC Docket B7--3L3,
Attachment A, filed December 21, 1990.
t4

Several observations can be rnade frou these transformations.

of the price cap _fo_rmula is dependent on
First, the reasonableness the
fornula includes one factor that
that
Ln" understanding
-increases
another factor that represents
and
i-presents cost
the f,actor
understanding
That
Liiected cost decrease.
1? lrrong'
real1y an
is
deflator,
the
gNP
increases,
that represents cost
since
However,
coEts.
of
input
a
measure
not
;6"a pli." ,""trrt",
it is
cost,
of
measure
a
as
interpreted
the GNp deflator has been
changes'
cost
industry
telephone
useful to compare it to
Second, the realism of the price cap fomula_ depends_on_ the
telephone
assumption that changes in the input prices of. theeconomy.
A
entire
the
ptices
for
in input
induslry rnatch changei
-price
changes
between
difference
change is the
measure of US input
Thus, it is
in the GNp deflator and the total factor productivity.
prices to'
industry
necessary to compare changes in telephone
-input
Deflator
GNP
g1re
the
in
difterence betveen the changes
in
;h;;;
and ihe total factor productivity.
The best available measure of, telephone industry input prices
the New york Telephone Company,J telephone Plant Indices"

are
purchases such as
ifr"=" indices are developed for aieferent plant
prices.
The individual
fiber cable and digitat switches, and labortotal company
Telephone
indices are combiried to form a composite
to
compared
plant Index. In chart 2, the total company index is
comparison
- TFP. This
the cNP Def1ator, and the GNP Deflatorless than
shows that teleplrone industry,s input price changes are
year
under
the changes fi the other variables for every
observation.

5 had used
If the transformation of eguation 4 into equation
are
price
changes
the correct assumption, that telephone industry
Pficg changes
less than US inpui price changes,' then the allowed
indicates
result
This
reduced.
Ue
woula
price
.ip
r6qime
i
excessive
towards
bias
""a""
a
contains
irechanisn
price
L"p
Eiiii- th"
pii"" incrlases. Therefore, the conditj.ons for cross-subsidization
ii"a"r price caps have been incorporated into the FCC approved price
cap formula.

The other piece of the price cap formula is the productivity
depending on
offset. The IICC uses either a 3.3t or 4.31 offset,range.is
based
price
changes./
LEC commitment to particular
Tftiq estimates.
of
conflicting
on judgment and coirsideration of various
asserted
Companies
BeIl
ifr"-pr5auctivity offset. For example, the
offset is O.7i*. The range across companies
thaf their

"rr"r'.g"

7 In the Matter of policy and Rules concerning Rltes -for
Dominant Carriers, CC Docket bZ-lt:, Second Report and Order,
Released October 4, 1990, dt L25-26.
i5

starts from a low of -2.61t to a high of 5.59t.8 A negative offset
indicates that the companyies experienced a lower productivity
growth rat,e then the entire nation. AT&T asse-rted that the LEC
be 7.L* or 9.9t.e Other parties
fri"a"-tivity offset should
and
found nuuerous errors and biases.
estimates
Lxamined thLse
problems
from the methods used to measure
result
Many of these -These
proiuctivity.
results indicate that there is p.rr',ss!!9 need
for the FCC to collect and compile information that would allow for
more accurate measures of telephone industry productivity.
Cross-subsidization: Scenario z:
price cap nechanisms can alIow cross-subsidization nithin
baskets of seivices. A price cap basket is a group of services
subject to the same price cap formula. The subsidy can take place
witnin a basket when the priLe of one good increases and the price
of another good decreases, even though the set, of prices for the
entire basket remains in compliance with the price formula.
Under the FCC LEC price cap ru1es, the service baskets are:
(1) conmon line, (21 traffic sensitive, (3) special access, and (4)
The traffic sensitive basket includqs: local
interexchange.
-equaf
switching,
access, information, and transport.l0 In an
effort to prevent service cross-subsidy within a basket, the FCC
established an elaborate set of rules that linit annual rate

for individual services. The most important aspect of this
rule is the lirnitation of service band indices annual price to.5t
plus and minus the change in service basket price caP index.rl
changes

The first step in deterrnining the effectiveness of the Fcc
rules to prevent cioss-subsidies is to examine the current price
indices for the RBOCs. Chart 3 compares the service band indices
for local switching and local transport for BelI Atlantic, Bell
South, and Pacific 8e11. In each instance, the index for locaI
switching is at the upPer lirnit, while the index for ]ocal
transpori is at the lower linit. Also note that the band limits
for switching are higher than the band limits for transport. These
difference cannot be explained by differences in productivit'y,
inflation or exogenous iactors because transport and switching

8 In the Matter of Po1icy and Rules Concerning Rates for
Dominant Carriers, CC Docket 87-3L3, Report and Order and Second
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemakinq, Released April L7, 1989, dt
702.

at

3.

Id. , at 672.
10
CC Docket No. 87-313, Second Report and Order, Appendix
11
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basket. Instead, the differences are the
nature of the pricing strategy.. fhat is,
result of the-curnulative the
low end of the service Price band- in
i;-ih" price is set at
in year two will be lower than
y-.. oni, then service price bands
price set at the upPer end of ther
ttre bands associated wittr aOv:er
time this effect will al}ow the
service band in year one.
Therefore' the FCC
pii""= in ttre twd urarkets to steadily diverge'did
not prevent tlt*
rules for preventing
-instltuii-nqofa cross-sutrsidization
cross-subsidizing pricing -strategy' The
ngocs from
uarket, the marltet that
Jtrategy foweila price in the transport
information
providlrs are entering, . fithout additionaldetemine'
if
to
possible
not
it
"ri"r,ilive
service-,
of
cost
;;a;iline t'o theis occurring. Iiowever, copPliange with the FCC
a cross-stubsidy
rules does t&'aPpear to prevent cross-subsidization'
Gre entrl of
trqvieers:
PEice Caps and the Entrv of Alter.native
to
participantsindustry
nV
alternative
of
National
The
price
cap
question the'-viability- of
1lgu1at19-1:
on
Committee
(NARUC).
Corniissioneis'
degulatory Uiifity
(AWIG)
to
Group
Workinq
Issues
coimuni""Liorrr &Gn'fished an Access
with the Part 69 ru1es. A common
investigate current problems
that they are too.high' Ma79r
priceP
compfaiit ,rittt the cuirent
-asprice.
LECs realize that the
pay
high
€fre
users do not want to
shift to alternative
to
ulers
for
rrigh price is an incLnlive
services are in the

same

providers,

for the high price are that (1) the price
caps started from-inappropriate prices established under the Part
(3) the
69 rules; tzl-nne priies-reflect obsolete technologies,
pr1c9cap
(4)
the
ald
prices are'averaged across a study area,prices. Each of these
rules do not alltw for major shifts in
problems will be discussed below.
Part 69 rules allocate
First, it is asserted that the to
transport services and
excessive amounts of revenue requirement
prinary
causes of this
line servici. The
away from
general
support
"o*ot
are the rules associated with
misitlocation
rules
these
expenqes.. .If
facilities "td ..ttral office equipment
reduce
irere cnanged, i! would be possible to significantly
transport raiLs.t2 These redultions would benefit the LECs and
The reasons given

discourage entrY.

second, the current prices allow the LECs an opportunlt].io
if the
recover tne investments iri obsolete technologies. However,
cheaper on. a
entrants only have the newer technologi.e-s- whichallow
-a-re
the LECs to
p"r unit basis, a cornpetitive market will notregardless
of the
technologry,
the
old
recover the costs of
in
arrives
if.effective-conpetition
r"q,rf.iory intent. Therefore,
in
investment
tne
write-otf
either
Ehe transport market, LECs must
alternative
in
costs
their
the obsolet"- t*n"oi"gies , ot recover
Southwestern BeIl TelePhone Company, CC Docket No. 9L-2L3,
Ex-Parte: AnaIYsis of the Residual Interconnect Charge.
12
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marl<ets. currently, there is no method for either writing-off the
investment or transferring their costs to other markets.
Third, prices are currently averaged across a LEC study area.
However, if costs are sensitive to customer density, and customer
density is not even across a study area, then there will be
subdivisions of the study area with lower than average costs and
other subdivisions with higher than average costs. An entrant that
does not have the responsJ.bility to provide ubiguitous service in
the study area will opt to serve only the low cost area. The
entrant can attract customers as long as his rate is beneath, the
LEC study area wide rate.
The situation could occur nhere the
entrant has higher costs but }ower rates than the LEC in the more
dense subdivision of the study area. In this case, entry would be
inefficient, but, profitable.
Fourth, price caps restrict the annual change in prices to
remain within the limits set by the service band indexes. While
these restrictionr
ds noted above, do not prevent LECs from
adopting a gradual cross-subsidlzing pricing strategy, they do
prevent massive changes in the price. The only way to achieve a
massive price change is through the exogenous factor.
However,
realignments in prices caused by exogenous factor changes are time
consuming and the result,s are unpredictable.
This review of the problems of price cap regulation in light
of the entry of alternative providers should not be interpreted as
an endorsement of any alt,ernatives presented by participants in the
AWIG process. Instead, the review stresses the failure of price
cap regulation to meet the challenge of current events.
Price Caps and Efficiencv:
one of the main reasons for turning
to price cap regulat,ion is the desire to provide LECs with the
incentive to provide services in a more efficient nanner. It is
believed that because LECs could pass through all of their expenses
under rate of return regulation, LECs would purchase excessive
resources. Under price cap regulation, LECs cannot automatically
pass through expense increases, and thereby, hav_e an incentive to
purchase in a relatively more efficient manner.15
Recent RBOC employment policies suggest that telephone
companies are responding to a host of different, incenti.ves that are
not captured by the sirnple logic of the price cap mechanism. The
RBoCs, under rate of return regulation, have instituted massive
reductions in force. Chart 4 shows that between 1984 and 1990 the
RBocs reduced their workforce by LLL, oo3 workers, representing 20?
of the 1984 workforce. However, if a company knows that price cap
regulation is to be adopted in the near future, then its profit
maxj,mizing strategy would be to retaj-n the workers until regulation
switched from rate of return to price cap regulation, and then
13

cC Docket No. 87-313, Report and order, ert 14.

policy doee not prove
its workforce. This review oforlabor
reduce
-price
inf erior to rate of return
cap relJulation .is superi^o_r
Lh;a
could have been the result
i"q"r;.tior. hrr" igoc efficiendy effort
However, these events shows that
;i'; nultitude of other factorsl
has not prevented the RBOCS
rate of return regnrlation, in practice,
from achieving their efficiency goals.
Price cap regulation, bec-aus-e it
Price Caos and Consumer BFnefits:become
rnori efficient should lead
;
benefits is price,
consuDer
of
measure
one
to consumer benef,its.
change in prices fgt
ieduction. Chart 5 shows the pereentage
by changeE .in. the
uelsured
aE
servi,cle
interstate and state toll
interstate toll-'
diveetiture,
(CPI)
.
Following
i""""r"r Price Index
the. ye?Is'
1990,
throughyear
1984
frorn
rates decreased ln every
in 1991
associaied with rate of retlurn regulation. Rateg increased
price
caP
with
years
associated
the
the flrst half of Lgg2,
""a
regulation.
price caP regulation would
Conclusions: It is alleged th?t paPer
has- =ItPwn that crosspretent
cross-subsidlzation. This
'urtf=iaization
as long the
regulation
priceclp
can occur under
one narket.
povei
Least
at
in
retainE roonop6ly
telephone
can enqrage
company
"orp"ni
If tLat condilions is true, then the telephone
i" " pricing strategy that will lead to cross-subsidization nithin
a price cap regime.
regrulation rould provide
In addition, it is alleged that pricetocap
become more efficient, and
incentives f,or telephonL companies
gains wittr consumers. The.post divestiture
share the
Telephone
"Cifcienc!
to- c6nflict with these' assertions'
history appears
-Eig"if
prior
to. the
icantty reduced their work forces
;;;;;i"t
rates
ia"iti"" of iiice cap regulation, and long _distanceFinally,have
the
i""i"irea sin'ce the adbpti6n of price cap regyulation.
price
to
cafs has- bden challenqed due
i;G-i"* "iiuiriit ;i pricea friuework
that addresses the question
;;p;, inabiti[i-io'p=ovid"

of entry in era of technological change'
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Chart 1 : Natural Gas Price CaPs
NGPA Guidelines
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